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DIFFERENTIAL FORMS ON DIFFERENTIAL SPACES
The presented approach to differential forms on differential spaces is motivated by the use of differential forms in the theory of static systems ( [10, 11, 3] ). The concept of a. covcctor of higher order is based on duality between forms and multivectors rather then on the idea of the Grassman algebra.
Differential spaces
Let M be a set and let C be a family of real functions on M. The topology induced on M by the family C, i.e., the weakest topology such that all functions from the family C arc continuous, will be denoted by Tc-If the family C separates points of M, tlien (AI,TC) is a Ilausdorff space.
Let sc (C) denote the set of all functions of the form where fi,...,fk £ C and a is a smooth real-valued function defined on an open neighborhood of f\(M) x ... x fk(M) in R fc . It is easy to show ( [9] ) that:
C C sc(C), sc(C) = sc(sc (C)), The set of all local C-functions on A will be denoted by CA• We list the following properties of CA (see [9] ): 
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A differential space is a pair (M,C) where M is a set and C is a family of real functions on M such that C = (sc (C))m• The family C will be callcd the differential structure on M and functions in C will be called smooth functions on M.
We use also C°°(M) to denote the family af all smooth functions. For each family C 0 of functions 011 M there exists the smallest differential structure C which includes C () . We observe that C -(SC(CO))A/-DEFINITION 1.3. We say tliat a family CO <¡enemies a differential structure 
Tangent spaces and the module of smooth 1-forms
Let the interval [0,1[€ R be endowed with the natural differential structure (see [9] ) and let (M, C'
be a differential space. Now, we introduce an equivalence relation in 77 1 : two pairs (71,/1) and (72, h) are equivalent if 71 = q2 and (7,(71,/1)) = (7, (<721/2)) for each 7 € S such that 7(0) = q\ -</>• An cquivalcncc class [ (7,/) ] is called the differential of the function / at the point q and will be denoted by d7/. The cotangent space at 7 is the set of all differentials of functions at, the point 7 and will be denoted T*AI. 
Remark. C°°(M)
has a natural structure of a linear space. This structure defines a linear space structure in T*A/. Let be /, h £ C°°(M) and a £ R then
In general, the dimension of a cotangent space is not the same at each point of AI and a tangent spa.ee is not a linear space.
is a mapping df : TM -R defined by the formula df{v) = (v,df).
A differential structure C^iTAI) on a tangent bundle TAI we define in the following way It follows that that the projection r : TAI -AI is smooth and that if C°°{AI) separates points of AI then C°°(TA/) separates points of
TAI.
We may introduce a. differential structure on T*A/ generated by functions of the form TT*/ where / € C°° (M) and of the form d,/ (A"(3),d,/> where A" is a smooth vector field on AI (X : AI -Til/). However this differential structure does not, in general, separate points of T*M and, consequently, is not very uscfull. It is evident that the diiTerential of a smooth function is a smooth 1-form. T, M we denote the spacc of all 2-vcctors at point q. We notice that for <p G A ] M the 2-form d<p is smooth. 
The fibration of 2-vectors and the module of smooth 2-forms

